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Learn how to make a
dreamcatcher, and
tease your brain!

How to improve
your chances of
getting a good
night’s sleep!

Welcome to the 3rd
edition of Mind
Aberystwyth's
fortnightly newsletter.
We want to stay in contact with
our service users during this
difficult time, and realise that
many of you may not have or do
not wish to use the internet to
keep in touch. The theme for our
second edition is: SLEEP

HELLO
/
SHWMAE

Too little sleep can leave you feeling
fatigued, grumpy and struggling to
focus, whilst too much can result in
low mood and brain fog.
Cortisol (your fight or flight
hormone) tends to build up in the
blood when the body is stressed or
exhausted. Oversleeping triggers the
body to produce extra cortisol.
Serotonin, the brain’s feel-good
chemical, can get interrupted by a
spike in cortisol levels, which might
be triggered by oversleeping.

“Even a soul submerged in
sleep is hard at work and
helps make something of the
world.”
The average adult needs between 7
and 9 hours of good quality sleep a
night, although this can change and
grow depending on your age, daily
activities, health, and body chemistry.
Without sleep you can’t form or
maintain the pathways in your brain
that let you learn and create new
memories, and it’s harder to
concentrate and respond quickly.

As a general rule, if you wake up
tired and have to take a nap during
the day, the chances are that you
are not getting enough sleep.
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What is a Good Night’s Sleep?
Our sleep cycles are made up of the following stages:
a) Sleep latency - the time it
takes for you to fall asleep.

c) Stage 3 - deep sleep, the
restorative stages

b) Stages 1 and 2 - light sleep,
the drowsiness that comes
over you as your brain slows
down.

d) Stage 4 - REM (rapid eye
movement) the deepest sleep.
Your breathing becomes faster
and irregular, and your heart
rate and blood pressure
increase to near waking
levels. Most of your dreaming
occurs during REM sleep.
Each one of these cycles lasts
around 90 minutes and we go
through 4 to 6 of each of them a
night. It's the REM sleep that makes
us feel rested and refreshed. If you
wake frequently in the night then
you won't make it to stage 4 and so
won't be getting the restorative
sleep that we all need.

Circadian rhythms control your timing of sleep, causing you to be sleepy at night
and your tendency to wake in the morning without an alarm. Your body’s
biological clock, which is based on a roughly 24-hour day, controls most
circadian rhythms.
Sleep-wake homeostasis keeps track of your need for sleep. The homeostatic
sleep drive reminds the body to sleep after a certain time and regulates sleep
intensity. This sleep drive gets stronger every hour you are awake and causes
you to sleep longer and more deeply after a period of sleep deprivation.
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How Can You Improve Your Chances
of Getting One
Factors that influence your sleep-wake needs include medical conditions,
medications, stress, sleep environment, and what you eat and drink. One
of the greatest influences is your exposure to light. Specialized cells in the
retinas of your eyes process light and
tell the brain whether it is day or night
and this can advance or delay our
sleep-wake cycle. Exposure to light
can make it difficult to fall asleep and
get back to sleep after waking up.
Establish a routine - Try to establish a regular sleeping pattern by going
to bed and waking up at roughly the same time every day. This prepares
your brain and body, letting them know it's time to wind down.
Relax before you go to bed - try to avoid screens an hour before bed.
Listen to music, have a bath, colour, meditate, do some breathing exercises
- anything that you find calming. Don't scroll through the news or Twitter!
Make sure where you sleep is comfortable - you may want to experiment
with the temperature, light and noise levels to work out what works best for
you. On the whole, dark, quiet and cool environments generally make it
easier to sleep, but this will vary from person to person.
Avoid caffeine
for four hours
before your
usual bedtime
and try not to
have a large
meal before
you go to sleep.

Regular exercise can help, but not in
the 2 hours before your usual
bedtime.
Make your bedroom a place that
your brain associates with sleep. Try
to avoid watching television, using a
computer or eating on or in bed.
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Keep a sleep
diary to help you
understand the
problem and what
could be causing
it. You can use
the one we have
included or make
your own.

If you are home alone, then you
can take photos of household
objects or daily rituals, or even
experiment with self portraits.

ACTIVITY:
PHOTOGRAPHY
CHALLENGE

LOCKDOWN
LIFE

Quick Tip #1:
Make sure you have plenty
of light, natural is ideal but
you can use artificial, just
be aware that it can often
cast a yellow glow so it's
worth checking your white
balance if this is an option.

I've been trying to document
this strange new existence
we have been adapting to
over the past 8 weeks. It's a
unique time in history, and
something you can capture
whether you live by yourself
or with others.

Quick Tip #2:
If you are using the light from a
window, remember that if you
are taking photos directly into it,
whatever is in the foreground
will be pretty dark. Ideally you
need to have the light behind
you and shining onto the subject.

What are you doing
differently? Frequently?
What has become your new
routine? How are the people
around you responding?
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Quick Tip #3:
Clear the clutter - of
course we are aiming
for reality but too many
items can be very
distracting!

Quick Tip #4:
If you are photographing
people, try to catch them when
they are unaware or focused
on something.

Quick Tip #5:
Get up close - you'll be amazed
how different every days items
look from different perspectives.

Quick Tip #6:
Think about what
you're trying to say
and the story you
want to tell!
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We would love
to see what
your days look
like!

Please send your
shots in to:
emma@mindaberystwyth.org
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CHITCHAT FROM THE CAT
#3
Sleep - or, a cat’s work is
never done

Written on behalf of
Billybob by his mum,
Pat Griffiths

I am an early riser. I tend to wake
up with the tweeters at around
4.23am, currently. Before leaving
for a snoop around outside I am
sure to wake up my mum too.
Then , once she is fully awake, I
can leave. I have acquired various
subtle ways of achieving this goal :
licking her face, a gentle nip of the
ear, persistently prodding her chin.
My mum must be very grateful for
this service as she is never awake
at this time. Lucky her to have me ,
I say.

I have been asked to address
the subject of sleep for my
thoughts this month. Good. A
subject I am well-qualified to
talk about as I’ve had lots of
practice. Or
practise.......mmmmm....
I sleep every night on top of my
bed. This means I am able to
stealthily leave for my toilet ( inside,
naturally). Or to have a midnight
snack. Sometimes settling down can
be difficult as my mum insists on
getting under the duvet of said bed.
And moving around. And moving
her legs. I endure for the sake of
harmony.

Sometimes I find myself in need of
a little top up nap. My favourite
places are...the sofa, on top of my
mum’s hand-sewing, and, top of the
list, on visitor’s coats. The later are
usually very padded, and soft, and I
am able to settle for a good hour.
Sometimes two if I’m lucky.
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Sleep is vital for me . This is
especially important at the moment
as I go out once a day for a walk
with my mum. She walks around
the local community hall carpark.

tells me.
So an idle afternoon can be spent
by us all. Out on the terrace, in the
sun pretending we are in a small
Italian village. That’s exactly what
we were doing yesterday . And the
resultant sunburn has meant that
my mum is now still in bed. Which
is where I started my missive. And
where I shall finish for now.

And back. I accompany her to the
amusement of fellow walkers. “ Is
that cat going with you? “ they call.
“. Yes” she answers. I am so under
appreciated.
Now the sunny weather has
arrived, I also just love to stretch out
in the sun. This can be hampered
by the presence of next door’s dog.
I say dog now as he is growing
fast. And has learned to bark. I
cannot relax fully when he is eying
me up over the garden fence.
Apparently that’s what the
butterflies feel like, my mum

Next time: A cunning plan

- Billybob
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Cornel
Cymraeg
Gair i gofio/Words to remember
cwsg

breuddwyd

gwely

coo-sk

bray-the-wid

gwell-ee

sleep

dream

bed

wedi blino

siocled poeth

gwdihwˆ

wed-ee blee-noh

shock-led poi-th

good-ee-hoo

tired

hot chocolate

owl (informal)

Ffaith difyr
Mae mwy o gestyll yng Nghymru ymhob milltir sgwâr nag yn
unrhyw wlad Ewropeaidd arall

Fun fact
Wales has more castles per square mile than any other European
country.

Pwy ydw i?

Who am I?

LARDO

HALD

Awgrym: awdur enwog yn enedig o Gymru
Hint: famous writer born in Wales
Atebion ar tudalen 27/Answers on page27
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BRAINTEASER
Can you find the one sleepy sheep in
the flock? Bonus point if you can find
the sheepdog!

QUIZ
1. I went to bed
at 10:32 PM
and woke up
at 7:44 AM. I
slept a total of
10 hours and
12 minutes.
How is this
possible?
2. During what
month do
people sleep
the least?
3. How does
Bill go 8 days
without
sleeping?
4. You are
sleeping and
you are hungry, you have butter, cheese and bread in the fridge. What will
you open first?
5. A woman, who is having trouble sleeping, decides to call her next-door
neighbour in the middle of the night. When he answers, she doesn't say a
word and hangs up. The woman then falls fast asleep.
Answers on page
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Nature’s
Bedrooms
From treetops to underground burrows,
wherever animals make their bedrooms
they all know the importance
of sleep and hibernation. Join local ecologist Holly Schelkens to see
what we can learn from some of nature’s cosiest creatures!
1. Stay warm!
Hedgehogs will hibernate in a cavity between tree roots or underneath
a compost heap, furnishing their beds by carrying in dry leaves and
moss in their mouths. Hedgehogs also have a thick layer of fat known
as brown fat, distinct from
the fat normally used for
energy storage, which acts
like an electric blanket. The
cells within it produce heat
more rapidly as the
surrounding air
temperatures drop, keeping
them warm throughout the
winter.

Did you know?
Hedgehogs snore! They have also been observed ‘talking’ in their
sleep, vocalising with little grunts and sniffles, and twitching their legs
like dogs. What do you think they’re dreaming about?
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2. Keep a clean bedroom!
Badgers construct elaborate homes known as setts deep
underground. These setts have interconnected tunnels and chambers
furnished with moss and grass, with separate breeding chambers in
which the cubs are born. Between six and eight badgers usually
occupy a single sett and will stay there over many generations. The
dry vegetation that they use as bedding is regularly cleaned and
changed, and they even dig
separate toilets outside of
their homes. All members
of a badger clan will play a
role in keeping the sett
clean – one study in
Yorkshire even observed
the pups collecting bedding,
although many of them
promptly carried it in the
wrong direction or abandoned it. It’s the thought that counts!

Did you know?

3. Cuddle a loved one
Otters are expert cuddlers! They have very soft
fur over a
layer of air
which keeps
them buoyant
in the water.
To avoid
drifting apart
while they
sleep, otters
have the adorable habit of holding hands. Otter
pups can float but cannon swim yet and will
sleep on their mother’s chest. When she hunts
for food she will secure the pups with kelp so
that they don’t float away.
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Badgers are most
active in early
spring and will
often drag their
bedding outside
their setts to let it
air out. Talk about
spring cleaning!

Did you know?
Otters are playful
by nature and will
fashion waterslides
or play with small
stones.

4. Appreciate your sleep.
Few animals understand the
importance of sleep better
than the dormouse! In fact,
even their name stems from
the French word dormir,
meaning ‘to sleep.’ Their
daily sleep actually has a lot
in common with hibernation,
with a heavy fall in body
temperature and breathing
rate. They do have a full hibernation as well however, and in total
can spend as much as three quarters of the year asleep! During this
hibernation period it will not sleep continuously but will wake up for
a quick meal from its stored cache of hazelnuts, chestnuts or pine
nuts before going straight back to sleep.

Did you know?
Lewis Carroll fans may
remember the Dormouse as
one of the characters in Alice
in Wonderland. Carroll
researched natural history for
the animals in the book, so
appropriately he is a sleepy
fellow! "The Dormouse is

asleep again," said the Hatter,
and he poured a little hot tea
upon its nose. The Dormouse
shook its head impatiently, and
said, without opening its eyes,
"Of course, of course: just
what I was going to remark
myself."
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Night
Vision
Have you ever wondered what’s going on outside in the garden while
we are sleeping (or trying to)? Often I lie awake imagining I can hear
the slugs and snails munching through my precious lettuces. So I put
out a trail camera, which takes infrared images automatically when the
sensor is triggered.

As daylight develops we can see a crop of
new baby rabbits.

The best thing to listen out for is the
start of the dawn chorus, often a
blackbird is the first to start, and can be
heard even in town if you have no
garden. You may even hear the
blackbird singing at night in town,
especially if the streetlights are quite
bright. Now that’s better than listening
out for the slugs!
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Tyler and Tarek’s

Hi everyone! Tarek and Tyler your resident techies here with some technology
resources to help you stay well, entertained and connected. During this difficult
time many of the positive benefits of tech are becoming more apparent as we
discover new ways to stay in touch with people, look after our wellbeing and
distract ourselves while stuck indoors. Below are some of the apps, games and
sites we think are a good way to help yourself nod off or make sleep fun!
Staying Well: www.rainymood.com (website) www.ambient-mixer.com

(website), Calm (Android / iOS), Weightless – Marconi Union (music),
Relaxing Sounds of Nature (YouTube)
Tarek: Good sleep is so important for both
our physical and mental health. Most adults
need between 7 and 9 hours of sleep per
night, but this can be difficult, especially
during times of stress. One resource I’ve
used for years now is www.rainymood.com.
This site simply plays the continuous
sound of rain and is available via any
browser. Even better, they provide a link
to a different song on YouTube every day
that you can play alongside the rain
sounds. I usually like something jazzy!
While there is
also a paid app
version, the free
website is just
as good.
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Tyler: I use something very
similar to help me sleep if I’m
struggling with either too much
or not enough noise. The website
www.ambient-mixer.com has a
wide range of sounds you can
either mix yourself to get the
atmosphere you want, or you can
play someone else’s premixed
sounds. There’s everything on
there from hobbit holes for
fantasy lovers, to stormy weather
for people who love rain. I also
find it very helpful if I’m feeling a
little overloaded and need some
quiet, consistent sound. It’s great
for when I’m reading, meditating,
or doing yoga, as well as for
sleep.

Tarek: Calm is a very widely-used app
that you might have seen advertised. This
app provides a range of resources
around relaxation and calmness, and
quite a few focused on sleep, from
relaxing nature sounds to sleep stories!
While this is primarily a paid app, there
are some free features so it’s worth
downloading even if you don’t intend to
pay for it!

Tyler: I like to listen to music, a lot,
especially if I’m feeling anxious or
stressed. My headphones are
never far away, and I usually go
for something poppy and fun to lift
my mood. But, when I’m feeling
particularly exhausted and need
some help relaxing, my go to is the
song Weightless by Marconi Union.
The song was developed
specifically to relax listeners, with
scientific methods to target heart
rate and breathing. It works so well
it’s considered dangerous to listen
to whilst driving. You can listen to
looped versions on YouTube, and
it’s available on Spotify or to buy
on iTunes. If you’re looking for
something visually calming as well,
then check out their official music
video for the song, it’s
accompanied by some very
relaxing dancing lights.

Did you know?
The first computer mouse was
made of wood! It was invented by
Doug Engelbart in 1963. It was
initially called the “X-Y position
indicator for display system”
before the far more catchy name
“mouse” was coined.

Tarek: Relaxing Sounds of
Nature is a YouTube channel
that provides a range of long
relaxing videos of nature
scenes with soothing sounds.
Ranging from a virtual drive
through a snowy forest to the
relaxing sight and sound of the
ocean, this simple channel is
perfect for putting on in the
background when you sleep!
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Staying Entertained: Harmony

Dreams is a game for the

(Android / iOS), Dreams (PS4 Game)
Tarek: Harmony is a free little music
puzzle game where you create
symmetric patterns by tapping shapes
on the screen. When you do it plays
relaxing notes from a variety of
different instruments. The puzzles are
simple enough that they’re relaxing but
satisfying enough that they’re still fun.
Definitely one to play before bed!

Did you know?
Ada Lovelace
is regarded as
one of the
world’s first
computer
programmers.
Born in 1815, Lovelace was a
brilliant mathematician who wrote
the first algorithm (set of
instructions) for an early proposed
mechanical computer, The
Analytical Engine. Ada Lovelace
predicted that devices such as this
may one day be used to compose
music, a century before this
became true!
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PlayStation 4 that lets you create,
quite literally, anything! By
sculpting, animating and
programming virtual 3D objects
using a variety of tools you can
create all kind of weird and
wonderful artistic creations with
Dreams. Myself and Tyler have
been using the tools for a while
now and they’re a great way to
make professional-looking
creations even if you’re a
complete beginner. The game
does require a PlayStation 4 to
play, but countless creations can
be seen on YouTube, including on
the game creators’ own YouTube
channel: https://
www.youtube.com/user/
MediaMolecule

Technology and Sleep Hygiene: Screen-time before bed, Bedtime Mode

(iOS and android)

Tyler: A lot of research has been
done into the impact increased
screen-time can have on sleep
patterns and quality of sleep.
Research from the Sleep Foundation
has found that exposure to so much
light from our phones and computers
before bed can interrupt a body’s
circadian rhythms and prevent it
from releasing the hormone
melatonin which we need to help us
sleep. It’s recommended that you set
a tech curfew a certain amount of
time before you would hope to go to
bed. As little as 30 minutes can
make a difference, but an hour or
two would be ideal! Reading can be
a good substitute, or using
something like a Kindle (the
paperweight, rather than the fire) as
they don’t produce the same kind of
blue light which can be disruptive.

For iOS (apple users) this can be
found in the clock app, in the
middle of the tabs at the bottom.
It’s called “bedtime”. You can set
what time you’d like to go to bed
and wake up every day, and the
app will send you reminders that it
is nearly bedtime to help you stick
to a good sleep routine. It also has
features to help you track how
long you’re spending in bed, and to
customise the sounds you’d like to
wake up to.

Since more research has been done
on sleep hygiene and the
importance of routines and
consistent bed times, developers of
iOS and android have built in
settings to help you stick to your
sleep routine.

Jargon Buster
What is an Operating System (OS)?
An Operating System is a vital piece of software that manages all of the
hardware and other software on the computer. Without an Operating
System a computer is almost useless! The Operating System allows a user
to interact with the device it’s running on and perform all of the tasks we
associate with computers, from browsing the web to playing games. Every
major Operating System looks and feels different and some popular ones
are Windows, Mac OS, iOS and Android. If you’re reading this on a device,
chances are it’s running one of these Operating Systems!
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For android, if
your phone is
running a
version that uses
Google’s Digital
Wellbeing Tools,
there is an option
for “Bedtime
mode” which
does a similar job to the iOS version.
You can choose for your phone to
automatically enter greyscale mode,
which eliminates blue light and slowly
fades to greyscale to encourage sleep.

Jargon Buster

More next
week!

What is ‘the cloud’?

The cloud is the term for where data is
stored on servers, which are
connected to via an internet
connection. This means photos you
have saved on ‘the cloud’ are not
saved on your phone or computer,
but on a huge secure server
somewhere else for you to access
with your account. It frees up your
devices so you don’t have so much
information saved on them, and
means you can have access to
them at any time, from any device.
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ACTIVITY:
Making a
Dreamcatcher
You spend about 2 hours each
night dreaming but may not
remember most of your
dreams. Its exact purpose isn’t
known, but dreaming may help
you process your
emotions. Events from the day
often invade your thoughts during
sleep, and people suffering from
stress or anxiety are more likely
to have frightening
dreams. Dreams can be
experienced in all stages of sleep
but usually are most vivid in REM
sleep. Some people dream in
colour, while others only recall
dreams in black and white.

hung over a cradle as protection.
Native Americans believe that the
night air brings with it dreams that
are both good and bad. The dream
catcher swaying in the breeze
catches these dreams as they flow
by, and passes them to you. The
good dreams know how to find their
way through the holes and land
gently into the mind of the one
sleeping below it while the bad
dreams get filtered and find their
way back into the night air.

In some Native American
cultures and First
Nations cultures, a dream
catcher is a
handmade willow hoop, on which
is woven a net or web. The dream
catcher may also include sacred
items such as certain feathers or
beads. Traditionally they are often

If you'd like to try making your own
dream catcher, then take a look at
the enclosed instructions. Send us a
photo of your finished creation!
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YOUR WORK
A big thank you to SW for sending this in for our sleep issue!
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If you would like any more information or are interested in accessing any of
the above, please call us on 01970 626 225 or send your enquiries to
info@mindaberystwyth.org.
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MEET THE TEAM
In each edition of ‘Keeping you in Mind’ we will feature a short profile of a
member of our staff so that you can get to know us better. This edition
we’ll be hearing from Kristy, our Activity & Wellbeing Supervisor.

Kristy

Tell us a little about yourself and
what you do at Mind
Aberystwyth?
I grew up in South East London
and moved to Wales in 2011 to
study Fine Art at Aberystwyth
University. I love all things nature
– the sea, animals, fields, and
have way too many house plants.
I live with my partner, two dogs
and share a ‘garden’ with five
horses and a rescue sheep!
My job is to help with the day to
day running of the organisation,
and to work out what activities
we can offer - that means making
sure we can keep running all of
our favourites and hopefully add
in some new things too.
I also manage volunteers and am
hoping to develop other aspects
of our service, so watch this
space!

What are some of your interests and
hobbies?
I love art and craft, and have had a
surge of creative energy during
lockdown; which has been a great way
to keep myself occupied. I’ve been
challenging myself to make things out of
recycled materials and found objects.
So far I’ve made a collection of sea
creatures from old clothes, plus some
baskets, bowls and vases made from
rope, ghost net and hay. Oh and some
coasters from a fallen oak branch!
I am also obsessed with true crime
documentaries, anything that involves
Louis Theroux and Popmaster with Ken
Bruce.
How are you staying resilient during the
lockdown?
First and foremost, I avoid social media!
I like to learn new skills – next on my
list is macramé. I make sure I go outside
every day, as fresh air always makes
me feel better.
I always like to start the day by getting
up early and being productive as it
boosts my mood for the rest of the day.
If all else fails, I bake a cake and whack
on some 80’s music!
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Join us in
wishing farewell
to our Interim
CEO, Greg
Thomas!
It’s with a heavy heart that we say
goodbye to our Interim CEO after two
and a half years. Greg joined us in late 2017
at a significant crossroads for Mind
Aberystwyth.
He has seen us through good times and bad
and has provided leadership and guidance
for all of us. From overseeing our move to
new offices to helping revamp and refine all
of our services, Greg has lead us to where
we are now, so we hope you’ll join us in
wishing him all the best!
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THAT’S
ALL
FOLKS!
We hope you’ve enjoyed the third edition of Keeping You In
Mind. We would love to feature more contributions from readers
– stories, poems, art, quizzes, recipes or anything else you want
to put together. The theme of our next edition is ‘KEEPING
ACTIVE’. Please submit your work to
emma@mindaberystwyth.org by Sunday 7th June or post to
Mind Aberystwyth, The Cambria, Marine Terrace, Aberystwyth,
SY23 2AZ
Brainteaser Answers:1. Daylight
saving time ended (the clocks
fall back an hour at 2AM 2.
February, it’s the shortest
month 3. He sleeps at night 4.
Your eyes 5. The woman
couldn’t sleep because her
neighbour was snoring. When
she called it woke him up,
stopped his snoring, and let her
fall asleep.
Cornel Cymraeg: ROALD DAHL
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